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Home House &amp; Components Rooms Bathroom Family Handyman Make the bathroom safer and more versatile by adding straps for grasping. In the bath or shower, grab bars provide extra security for this first slippery step. We'll show you the best way to install them. By DIY experts from The
Handyman Family MagazineCan also tell you how: TBDTime all dayComplexity BeginnerCost 51-100Twos shower grab bars will be solid if you anchor them to studsPhoto 1: Mark stud spot grab bar find studs near the proposed grab bar location using a stud sensor or one of the techniques mentioned in



history. Make a light pencil mark in the middle of each pin. Photo 2: Mark the sides of the dowels for grasping rodsSee the edges of the pins, probing the finishing nail. Make a series of holes in an inconspicuous place, as directly above the plate, and mark both edges of the pins. Photo 3: Move the
locations of the stud to the tileSeed the pegs down to the place of the bar grab from the level. Place a strip of 1-1/2 inch masking tape on the plate to indicate the pins. Photo 4: Place the gripper strap over the pinsPose the gripper strap (see Positioning the shower gripper straps.) so that at least two holes
for the screws are aligned with the pins. Then mark each hole with a lubricating pencil. Photo 5: Drill into the studDrill 1/8-in. hole with glass and bit tiles to mark the closest to the center of each pin to confirm the location of the stud. If you hit solid wood, drill the remaining holes. If not, poke a piece of bent
wire through the hole and probe until you feel the pin. Reposition the bar and mark holesBars are not only safety devices for hospitals and public toilets. In your own home, a strategically located and solidly anchored bar can mean the difference between a relaxing bathtub and a trip to the emergency
room. Rakes are an example of a universal design. What is a universal design? Find out here. In the bath or shower, grab bars provide extra security for this first slippery step. In this article, we will show you where to put the gripping strips and how to anchor them to make them solid. Plus, they are a solid
home improvement investment that pays off. If you have mounted towels or other equipment in your home, you will have no problems installing grab bars or bath handrails. This should not take more than a few hours. You will only need a hammer, level, drill and a few special drills. The pin sensor is
optional. Your grab rods will be solid if you anchor them to the pegs. If you are installing bars for standard walls with wooden frames, you first need to precisely locate the vertical elements of the border called pins (Photos 1 and 2). Most rake rods have three bolt holes in each mounting flange, but you'll be
able to anchor only two of the three bolts in a typical 1-1/2 inch wide pin. Use anchor to the third screw. As long as these screws penetrate at least an inch into the sound of wood, the gripper strap will meet or exceed required by the government for public buildings. More importantly, it will be very strong to
support you even in a fall. We will show you how to mount grab bars for fiberglass baths and showers, empty walls and concrete. Pins are easy to find in the walls with only one layer of drywall over the frame. Rap on the wall with a knuckle until the sound changes from empty to boring thud, or use a pin
sensor (Photo 1). Thicker wall coverings, such as plaster, are more challenging. Here are some tips for installing bars: Remove the access gap behind the bath drain and look behind the flashlight bath to look for pins. Go to the room or closet behind the long wall of the bath and look for clues to the places
of the stud, such as nails in the skirting board. Then measure from the reference point you can identify when you return to the bathroom. After locating what you think is the center of the pegs, confirm the locations of the stud and find both edges by probing with a nail (Photo 2). If the wall tile extends to the
ceiling, drill 1/8-in. holes of glass and tiles or a bit of masonry in the horizontal mortar line instead. Reload the holes later with a matching mortar or sealant. Mark the pins and remove the mounting holes (Photo 4). Then drill a 1/8-inch hole on one of the signs above the pin. If you miss the pin, adjust the
position of the bar accordingly and drill new holes. In most cases, the unused hole will be covered with a mounting plate on the gripper strap. Even a solidly anchored grip bar is useless if it is in the wrong place. Which location is best depends on the specific situation. If you are installing bars for a disabled
or injured person, let that person help you decide which location will be most helpful. Here are some tips on how to make your home safer for older people. A physiotherapist or occupational therapist can also help with this decision. In the case of solid fixing, the places of the stems are also crucial. (Later,
we'll tell you what to do if the studs are not available.) Here are the guidelines for placing bars:Place 18-inch to 24-inch. long stripe vertically on the edge of the bath (Photo 8) to help you get in and out of the bath. The bottom of the rod should be 32 to 38 inches above the floor. Place the strap so that it
can be anchored to the wall pin. Mount the rod at an angle between the two wall pins on the long back wall of the bath (Photo 7). The bottom of the rod should be about 6 to 10 w. above the top of the bath. For 16-inch pins, the 24-inch long strap provides a nice angle. A person can use this strap to grab to
help you lower down and get up again. If this strap will be used mainly by a person sitting on a bath chair, lift the bottom to about 18 inches above the bath. Mount the strap horizontally about 36 in. to 38 inches above the bottom of the bath as a convenient handle during bathing. Fixing the shower
cubiclingPhoto Seal the mounting collarCaulk on the back of the mounting shower collar with adhesive for bath and tiles or silicone seal. Photo 7: Attach the grip to the Wall holder with No. 10 or 12 stainless steel top screws attached to the rod. They should penetrate into the stud at least 1 inch. Install the
handle as shown in photos 6 and 7. Use 1/4 inch. glass and tiles or a piece of masonry to enlarge the holes. Then use a 5/32-inch piece of wood to drill the pilot holes in the pin. This will make it easier to carry the screws. Insert the plastic anchor into the holes in the plate, which miss the pin Then screw
the shower strap to the wall with no. 10 or 12 stainless steel head screws. Make sure that the screws penetrate at least 1 inch into the pins. In most cases, the 2-in. screws are long enough. If you just can't anchor the shower cabin to the peg, you have several options. The best alternative is to secure the
blocking of wood between the pins. However, this requires opening a small hole in the wall and unloading it after screwing the lock into place. If possible, work on the back of the bath wall, where you do not mind ceramic tiles or other bath finishes. If you're lucky, you'll have a wardrobe or storage space
where the wall patch doesn't have to be perfect. As a last resort, use a screw switch or WingIts to mount the shower to an empty part of the wall. Plaster, mortar or tile support must be dry and constant and at least 5/8 inch thick. Solid Mount solves the problem of fiberglass shower. The fiberglass bath and
shower cabins are a unique challenge. You need to mount the paddling pool to the pin, but the space between the pin and the fiberglass must also be filled with something or fiberglass will bend as you tighten the fixing screws. Toggler switchable screws are ideal for hollow walls or steel pins. If you just
can't mount the strap to grab into a pin or solid wood primer, then these Toggler brand 1/4-in. switch screws are the thing to use. Follow the instructions on the package to mount the switch. Then use the 2 in 2 in. x 1/4 inch x No. 20 stainless steel machine screw to attach the strap to the switch. Use the
same method to mount the grip rods to the steel pins. You will not finish until you jerk-test grab barsPhoto 8: Pull the shower to see if it is safeTing the vertical strip near the edge of the bath, according to the procedures presented in photos 1 – 7. The bottom of the shower should be about 32 to 38 inches
above the floor. Jerk both grip strips to test the strong connection. You won't finish until you're a jerk-test. Give shower cabins good solid yanks to test their holding power (Photo 8). With the helper standing in case the strap looses, pull with all your strength. Now is the time to make sure that the shower
will stick around when it is really needed. While you're at it, consider installing handles in other key locations. Vertical an angular strip mounted on the wall on the side of the toilet or a vertical strip installed on the side wall in front of the toilet helps to get up or down. The expert we spoke to recommended
the installation of a vertical rod next to the front door with there is no handrail, and negotiating two or three steps with a bag of groceries under the armpit is much easier and safer thanks to the bar on which you can hang. Take a look around and you'll find other places where grab bars would make
everyday tasks safer and easier. Plastic anchors clog hold the screws firmly in the wall or concrete. Rods for anchors for concrete, concrete block or brick with 1/4-in. x 1-1/2 inch plastic anchor plugs and No. 12 stainless steel top screws. Drill a 1/4-inch hole with masonry bit (you may need a impact drill
for concrete or hard brick). Push the sleeve into the hole and screw in the screw. Grip rods are specially made to hold at least 250 pounds when properly secured. Towels and other light bars are not strong enough. Most shower cabins are corrosion resistant, but can also be found with a painted finish in
different colours. We bought our 1-1/2 inch. An 18-inch bar costs about $30; A 24-inch bar for about $40. Thinner straps are available, but standard 1-1/2 inch. Dia. Shower bar as we use is just right for most people to handle. Some straps have an additional texture to reduce slipping. Here are some tips
for choosing straps: Buy an 18-inch or longer strap to mount vertically on the edge of the bath. Before buying a bar for installation at an angle or horizontally on the long wall of the bath (Photos 1 and 2), locate the pins. Then buy a strip that ranges from one stud to another, usually 32 inches on a
horizontal bar and 24 in the length of an angular bar. Buy the standard 1-1/2 inch dia. Grab bars for most situations. Thinner straps look more like towels and may not be strong enough for heavy use. Avoid grip rods that leave more than 1-1/2 inch gap between the bar and the wall, unless there is a
specific reason for use. A person's arm can slip into a very wide space and become trapped or broken during a fall. Ask your physiotherapist or occupational therapist to help you choose the right straps if you are installing grip strips for a person with special needs. Home centers store various shower bars
in stock, but specialty suppliers offer the most complete choice. At the end of this article, we've listed several sources or checked your browser using the Medical Equipment and Consumables search. For the future, learn how to seal the shower. Required tools for this Grab Bar Installation ProjectAre the
necessary tools for this diy shower bar project in line before you start-you'll save time and frustration.4-in-1 screwdriverCordless drillShearing protectionLevelSafety glassesSukled finderTape measure tile drills, muse bit to match anchor size Required materials for this Grab Bar Installation ProjectAvoid
last minute shopping tour through all materials ahead of time. Here's the list. List. List.
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